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This fun floral umbrella will have you singing as you stitch, it is so fun to make up! The little florals are quick and easy to do and the overall effect is just so colorful and sweet! The stitches are perfect for beginners or experts. I show this framed in an embroidery hoop but it would be a gorgeous pillow or mini quilt as well!

This PDF Pattern includes a color version for easy color identification, a black and white version for easy printing and a reversed image if you’d like to use that for transferring the pattern. The design is sized for a 10” embroidery hoop. I stitched the sample on white tone on tone Blossom fabric and the hoop is trimmed with ball pom pom trim for an extra bit of color!

Please let me know if you have any questions or need any help! You can email me at bev@flamingotoes.com. I’d love to see any photos of the pattern that you stitch up too! You can follow me on Facebook at https://facebook.com/flamingotoes or Instagram at https://instagram.com/flamingotoes.
Thanks for stitching!

Bev

Materials:
12" square of background fabric. I used Riley Blake Tone on Tone White Blossom Embroidery Floss - I used Aurifl 6 Strand Embroidery Floss
10" embroidery hoop
1 yard of pom pom trim
Glue for finishing

Stitching Information
All stitching is done with 3 strands of 6-strand floss:
1148 Light Jade: Lettering at top of hoop - layered back stitch (outline letters with a back stitch, then fill in open spaces with back stitches
Darker green leaves on umbrella - stitch stems with a back stitch and leaves with lazy daisies
2134 Spun Gold: Small pansy flowers - satin stitch
2265 Lobster Red: Small pansy flowers - satin stitch
2425 Bright Pink: Handle of Umbrella - chain stitch, Small daisies on umbrella - lazy daisies
2435 Peachy Pink: Small pansy flowers - satin stitch
2530 Blossom Pink: Outline and ribs of umbrella - chain stitch, Daisies on umbrella - lazy daisies, End of umbrella handle - satin stitch
2835 Medium Mint: Light green leaves on umbrella - stitch stems with a back stitch and leaves with lazy daisies
5005 Bright Turquoise: Raindrops - satin stitch, Raindrop tracks - running stitch on marked lines, Small dots on umbrella - French Knots

Finishing Information:
Trim fabric to 1/2" around the edge of the hoop. Glue the fabric to the back side of the hoop. Optional:
Trim your hoop in pom pom or other trim or stain the hoop for a darker, more finished look. If you’re giving the hoop as a gift, cut an 10” felt circle and glue to the back side of the hoop.
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